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Abstract— “Natural language processing system” is a branch of AI that helps computer to understand, 

interpret and manipulate and respond to human in their natural language. NLP is a subfield of computer 

science that deals with AI. Linguistic phrases and sentence can be formed with words, intuitions about well-

formed and meaning, the curbs the possible meaning for a sentence in a mathematical model of structure.  

The question answering is one of the applications involved in NLP. The main aim is to develop AI system, 

to understand the valid Tamil sentence which follows the grammatical rules and constraints imposed by the 

language and answer the question by semantic analyses of POS tagging. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

            Within the past decade, address replying (QA) capability in look motors and past has advanced as an 

imperative device to coordinate the more requesting and particular data needs of clients who are communicating 

their needs as questions rather than fair catchphrase questions, and they are not substance with a returned list of 

records to filter through. We have created AI in NLP the most reason of us extend is programmed address 

generator for Tamil, could be a dialect handling framework which is used to produce address for substantial 

Tamil sentence which takes after the syntactic rules and limitations forced by the language. Natural dialect 

handling (NLP) may be a subfield of etymological, computer science, and manufactured insights concerned with 

the intuitive between computers and human dialect NLP is the computerized approach to examining content 

that's based on both a set of hypotheses and a set of innovations. Since content can contain data at numerous 

distinctive level, from basic word or token-based representations, to wealthy progressive syntactic 

representations, to high-level consistent representations over record collections. 1) First completely reusable 

content collection for Tamil content report QA on the content book verses that straightforwardly reply the 

address were comprehensively extricated and annotated.2) To encourage the utilize of in assessing content 

collection archive we propose a few assessment measures to bolster the diverse sorts of questions and nature of 

verse-based answers whereas coordination the concept of fractional coordinating of answers within the 

evaluation. 
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                                                Target representation 

 
                                                  Fig.1 Phases or logical steps  

 

 II.EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

Programmed era of normal dialect content is a basic errand in numerous dialect preparing like summarization, 

programmed record era, address replying framework, interpreter etc. It comprises of a learner to memorize how 

to realize a sentence from the substance of semantic part data. This learner is to be outlined as a factual 

demonstrate that's defined from a preprocessed corpus of sentences. This preprocessing is dealt with by pos 

labeling, chunking and semantic part labeling. A POS labeling instrument [1] for Tamil is created in Anna 

University. Similarly Chunking apparatus [2] for Tamil is additionally created at Anna College which can too 

been utilized for Chunking of POS labeled writings. These frameworks serve to be the pre runner/ existing works 

that comply with us extend. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

INPUT: 

The input to this dialect preparing framework could be a substantial Tamil sentence which complies all the 

auxiliary and linguistic limitations of that dialect. For case the input may be a sentence of this kind. 

TAMIL POS TAGGER: 
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Syntax 
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Analysis 
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Grammar 
Semantic Rules 

Contextual information 
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This portion of the language preparing framework labels each of the words on the given input sentence with 

appropriate descriptor labels which empowers the era of questions naturally with the assistance of those labels. 

The method of labelling and the labels utilized are portrayed underneath. 

 

NOUN MARKER TAG: 

Within the handle of labelling the thing marker each and each word of the sentences is labelled as the thing at 

first and after completion of the labelling method by coordinating the semantic and basic rules of the language 

the remaining untagged words are considered words are considered to be thing.     Therefore, above sentence are 

explained:“கீதா தின�ேதா	
 ப�ள��� ெச��
 வழிய�� ஒ� வயதான ெப�யவைர� 

கா�பா� , ப��  ஒ� நா� அவ��� உண% ெகா&'( உதவ�னா�” 

VERB MARKER TAG: 

In this of labelling the verb marker the taking after sub labels are too made hence empowering the era of address 

which is however to happen within the afterward stage. The sub labelling done which helps the forms of verb 

recognizable proof is described underneath. 

GENDER MARKER TAG: 

Each word of the input Tamil sentence is checked for the nearness of Gender markers such as 

இவ�,உவ�,அவ�,எவ�,அவ� / இவ�,அவ�க� / இவ�க�, at the conclusion of the word which 

describes male, female, plural and sexual orientations other than male or female. In the event that such gender 

marker labels are found within the word at that point the calculation continues in finding the tense markers which 

is depicted underneath. 

TENSE MARKER TAG: 

A tense marker shows up fair underneath the sexual orientation marker and is utilized to conclude that the word 

with a tense marker gone before by a sexual orientation marker is certainly a verb. 

Present tense: கி	,கி�	,ஆநி�	  

Past tense:  ', *, +,இ�  

Future tense:  -,.  

Thus a word is tagged as a verb if it is of the form: 

Verb=action word + tense marker + gender marker  

தின�ேதா	
= தின
+ேதா	
  

TIME MARKER TAG: 

The word is checked against the taking after predefined time words such as இ�	ேந+	, நாைளmarkers 

such as date and week markers and in case these marker words are display the word gets labeled with a நாைள 

time marker descriptor tag. 
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NOUN DESCRIPTOR TAG: 

For tagging a word as a noun descriptor the word has to be checked against these following rules. The word must 

end with the rhyme and word which succeeds this word must be a noun. 

VERB DESCRIPTOR TAG: 

For labelling a word as a thing descriptor the word has got to be checked against these taking after rules. The 

word must conclusion with the rhyme and word which succeeds this word must be a thing. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      Fig1.1   Overview of proposed system model 1 

QUESTION ANALYSER: 

The stage of the dialect preparing framework gets the labelled sentence as the input and produces all conceivable 

questions as the output. The fitting labels are utilized to create questions by taking after the rules given 

underneath the labelled sentence is once more filtered from cleared out to right word by word and each time a 

word is supplanted within the sentence based on fitting labels to that word to create address: 

RULES FOR QUESTION ANALYSER: 

Rule 1: Replace the time marker tag in the sentence with the word to “எ0�”generate a question. Considering 

the example, the question generated by replacing the time marker will be of the form 

கீதா தின�ேதா	
 எ0� ெச�வா� ? 

Rule 2: Replace the noun quantifier tag in the sentence with the word “எ�ன” to generate a question.  

Rule 3: Replace the first occurrence of noun tag in the sentence with the word  “யா���” to generate a 

question if the gender is either male or female else replace the word “யாைர�“ with considering the example 

the question generated by replacing the time marker will be of the form 

Pre-processing 

Training data (POS 

Tagged) 

Phrase structure 

rules 

 

Test data (POS 

tagged) 
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கீதா யா��� உண% ெகா&'( உதவ�னா�? 

Rule4: Replace the verb quantifier tag in the sentence with the word “எ�ன” and also delete the noun and its 

corresponding noun quantifier to generate a question. Considering the example, the question generated by 

replacing the time marker will be of the form 

Rule 5: Find the words tagged as nouns and ending with the rhymes ஐ ,ஆ�, ��, இ�, அ(, க� and 

replace them with and replace them with ‘யாைர யாரா� யா௫க�� யா�� யார( யா4க�’ if the 

verb in that sentence is either has either male or female gender descriptor else replace them with ‘எைத  எதா�  

எத+�  எதி�’. 

Note: The second question generated by following the rule 5 is not valid which can be detected by checking the 

structural pattern of the language. (Check 5. Future work portions for further reference regarding this issue)  

Thus the various questions generated by following the above rules for the given input sentence are as follows:   

1, கீதா தின�ேதா	
 எ0� ெச�வா�? 

2, கீதா ப�ள��� ெச��
 வழிய�� யாைர� க�டா� ? 

3, கீதா யா��� உண% ெகா&'( உதவ�னா�? 

4, கீதா அ�த ெப�யவ��� எ�ன உதவ� ெச6தா�? 

5, கீதா தின�ேதா	
 எ0� ெச��
 வழிய�� அ�த ெப�யவைர� க�டா�? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          Fig 1.2Overview of proposed system model 2 
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ALGORITHM 

Algo QuestionGen () 

Begin 

           Noun Count=0; 

           While (is Next Word ()! =NULL) do 

            Begin 

//Tamil Pos Tagging () 

             Tag each word as noun; 

               If (is Gender Descriptor () and id Tense Descriptor ()) then 

                             Tag word as verb; 

              Else if (is Rhyme End(“அ”) and is next word () =noun) then 

   Tag word as noun quantifier  

Else if (is Rhyme End (“அ”) or is Rhyme end    (“இ”) then 

                    Tag word as verb quantifier; 
            Else if (is time descriptors available ()) then 
                    Tag word as time descriptor; 
End 
 

While (is next word ()! = Null) do 
Begin  
//question generation () 
                  If (is noun tag () and noun count == 0) then 
                       If (is male () or is female ()) then  

                    Replace word with “யா���”; 

           Else  

                                   Replace word with “������”; 

                Noun count++; 
If (is time tag ()) then 

             Replace word with “எ0�”; 

Noun count++; 
If (is time tag ()) then  

             Replace word with “எ�ன”; 

If (is noun quantifier ()) then 

                                   Replace word with “எ�ன”; 

                                    Remove (noun Quantifier (previous word ())); 
                                    Remove (previous word ()); 
           End 

       End 

 

FUTURE WORK 

This address era framework which we have planned permits supplanting as it were a word within the input 

sentence with one address word but it takes after the auxiliary and linguistic rightness of the dialect. This 

effective address era may be made strides by permitting more than one substitutions of labelled words in a 

sentence with address words and creating ideal questions by keeping an upper and lower boundary on number of 

substitutions allowed. Moreover, classification of things based on living and non-living things makes a difference 

us to superior get it the thing quantifier and extra data can be given to the thing descriptor and what it right now 

evaluates can be recognized and era of comparing questions can be made conceivable. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this way this programmed address era framework executed over can be made utilize for surrounding questions 

given a substantial input sentence or gather of sentences. This dialect preparing framework finds application in 

producing ideal questions which helps in way better understanding of auxiliary and syntactic angles of a dialect. 

This same strategy can be connected to other dialect as it were changing the essential pieces of grammar for that 

comparing language. 
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